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Value % Change

SENSEX 36,471.68 1.16%

NIFTY 10,739.95 1.15%

BANK NIFTY 21,597.15 1.20%

Value % Change

DOW 26,734.71 -0.50%

NASDAQ 10,473.83 -0.73%

Events Today CAC 5,085.28 -0.46%

DAX 12,874.97 -0.43%

Results FTSE 6,250.69 -0.67%

BRITANNIA EW ALL SHARE 18,053.30 0.66%

COFFEEDAY Morning Asian Market (8:30 am)

GRANULES SGX NIFTY 10,771.00 0.68%

HCLTECH 22,763.00 -0.03%

ICICIGI HANG SENG 25,128.25 0.63%

ARCHIES

BALKRISHNA Value % Change

BANCOINDIA         48,773.00 -0.79%

GNA SILVER 52,610.00 -0.84%

GRAUWEIL 43.35 -0.02%

HATHWAY 129.40 -3.22%

JAYSHREETEA

PARSVNATH Value % Change
RESPONIND 75.19 0.06%

85.76 -0.25%

94.32 -0.55%

Value % Change

5.81 -0.03%
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Please refer to page pg 08 for Bulk deals, 

Dividends, Bonus, Spilts, Buyback.
Quote of the Day : "An investment in knowledge pays the best interest."

On Thursday, Nifty opened positive at

10706.20 and made a low of 10595.20. From

there it moved towards the high of 10755.30

and closed positive at 10739.95 levels. All the

sector indices traded with positive except,

MEDIA. India VIX closed negative by 3.27% at

25.43

!! Nifty trading with Bullish Bias !!

Intense fight between bulls and bears since

last 4 days, finally ended up with a bullish bias

on the weekly expiry day; however one more

follow up support will confirm the strong

trend continuation towards 11000 marks.

Moreover trading range for the index will be

10600 on lower side and 10900 on higher side.
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Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

16-Jul-20 4489 5580 (1091)

Jul-20 50538 55225 (4687)

2020 860710 935848 (75138)

Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

16-Jul-20 5545 3885 1660 

Jul-20 45071 47101 (2030)

2020 657850 569800 88050 

Institutional Turnover

FII

DII



IEA Snapshot

BANDHANBNK NEUTRAL

FEDERALBNK BUY

DMART NEUTRAL

Rossari Biotech Ltd - IPO SUBSCRIBE

Mutual funds - Fund Flow MACRO

10-Jul-20

Rossari Biotech is one of the leading specialty chemical manufacturing companies in India which are used in a variety of industries including

FMCG, apparel, poultry and animal feed industries and has a range of 2,030 different products. In last three years, company has witnessed

compounded annual growth rate for revenue at 41.65% and profit after tax at 60.27%. At the higher band of Rs 425, stock is valued at PE of 32.1x

on FY20 earnings. This seems to be in-line with many listed peers. Even though valuations indicate limited upside; however better prospects of its

products amid current pandemic, high risk investors may subscribe only for long term investment.

09-Jul-20

Equity Mutual Funds inflow decline for a 4th consecutive month in June-20. The inflows for the month of June stood at Rs.240 crores compared

to Rs.5256 crores in May-20 signifying a 95% Mom decline. The Systematic Investment plans have also been badly impacted in the current

pandemic due to restricted cash flows for a number of households. The SIP inflows for June stood at Rs.7927 crores Multi Cap & Large Cap Funds

have saw the highest outflows at Rs. 777 crores and Rs.212 crores respectively. Investment security has been a new trend evolving in the market

as investors have started being cautious towards their debt funds. Corporate Bond Funds and Banking & PSU Funds have seen the highest inflows

at Rs. 10737 crores and Rs.5477 crores respectively.Index Funds and ETFs have caught up as a category with decent inflows towards the schemes.

Gold ETF saw inflows at Rs.494 crores. The FII inflows have been in an uptrend in the month of June. FIIs put in Rs. 21832 crores towards Indian

equities while redeemed  Rs. 1545 crores worth of Debt papers.
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In 1QFY21, COVID-19 led to the strong enforcement of store shutdowns, restrictive movement of people in general and strict social distancing

rules inside stores. While the overall lockdown rules have softened in general, they continue with the same or more severe intensity in certain

cities and local municipalities. Its negative impact on footfalls and sales were significant. Going ahead, COVID-19 situation and local authority’s

norms for re-opening up of stores will be the key factor to watch out for the company. Considering the uncertainty in current scenario we have

reduced the Sales/PAT estimates by 13%/18% respectively for FY21 but, expect Sales & PAT to bounce back and grow in FY22 by 25% and 48%

respectively. We value DMART at 4x of FY22's EV/sales and get a target of Rs 2000. Considering no upside in the near term we have changed our

rating from Hold to Neutral. 

16-Jul-20

BANDHANBNK posted an healthy quarter considering the disruptions caused by COVID 19. NII growth was decent. NIM was steady at around

8.2%. The advance growth moderated however the deposit traction has been strong. The CASA growth of 47% YoY has been positive. Asset

quality of the bank has remained healthy and improving. The collection efficiency of the bank has improved from 29% in March to 76% at the end

of june. The profitability of the bank was impacted on account higher provisions during the quarter. Bank has said that it would look to merge

with holding company and is awaiting the clarity on RBI rule on it.Going forward the trend of collection efficiency and strategy behind promoter

stake reduction will be key trackable. We maintain Neutral  with target price of 350 at 3.1xBV FY21E.

16-Jul-20

Growth may be slow in the near term due to Pandemic impact but will improve gradually as things are in better shape now. Moratorium book

has started declining and declined to 24% as against 35% in June 2020. But we expect credit to be high in the near term. However retail deposits

growth have been intact and is likely to add to the growth in the near term. 33% of the retail book is still under moratorium. However given the

strong retail franchise mix along with change in product mix (advances) margins may be maintained. We value stock at 0.8 x BV FY21 and

maintain BUY with target price at Rs 61 on the account of strong retail franchise and OPEX control.

14-Jul-20
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NARNOLIA BULLETIN

 US markets ended lower with loss of 0.5% on Dow Jones

 US weekly jobless claims remains high: over 1 mln

 SGX Nifty Fut trades at 10771 up by 68 pts @ 7.30 am IST today

 Europe markets ended lower yesterday

 ECB keeps interest rates and emergency Covid support unchanged

 Asia trades mixed; Nikkei is underperforming while HangSeng is up by 0.6%

 Oil prices slide by 1%; Brent trades at 43.31$ and WTI Nymex at 40.76$ per bbl

 Y’day in Cash seg: FIIs sold worth 1091 crs while DIIs bought 1660 crs

 In FNO Seg: FIIs net long exposure in Index Fut stands at 49%

 In Index Futures: FIIs reduced 3700 long contracts; added 5600 short contracts

 Nifty July Fut trades at 26 pts discount vs 10 pts premium

 In last 3 days: Nifty lows stands between 10563, 10578, 10595 from where mkt bounced

 Nifty immediate supports 10550 – 10600 zone

 Nifty immediate resistance 10750 – 10873 (200 DMA)

 BankNifty face resistance at 20DMA 21875

 Last 2 days IT stocks taking leadership from RIL

 Infy saw 1800 crs delivery buying yesterday

 Nifty range trade of buy near 10600 and sell around 10800 is working well

 Don’t hold / carry forward longs with stoploss / hedge

 Market has shown signs of distribution this month

 Britannia, HCLTech and Granules to report numbers today

 LTTS guides for recovery in rev and margin in Q2

 Cyient outlook for Q1 positive; FY21 rev to decline in double digits

 PVR rights issue opens today till July 31; Rights issue offer price Rs 784 per share 

 TataSons board meet today: Debt reduction plan for group cos is on agenda



Red: Negative Impact Green: Positive Impact Black : Neutral.
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Stock In News

 India ranks 3rd in global manufacturing locations on cost, operating condition parameters: India ranks third in the list of most-suitable
locations for global manufacturing among 48 countries in terms of cost competitiveness and operating conditions, according to property
consultant Cushman & Wakefield. China and the US retain the top two positions, while India has moved one place higher to rank third, the
consultant said in its Global Manufacturing Risk Index (MRI) report. In its annual ranking of the most suitable locations for global
manufacturing among 48 countries in Europe, Americas and the Asia-Pacific, the consultant said India is in top-3 countries this year and an
upcoming manufacturing hub globally from an operating conditions and cost-competitiveness perspective.

 Solar Power Equipment Customs Duty: The government is considering a proposal by the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) to
impose 20 percent basic customs duty on solar modules to provide an edge to domestic manufacturers and discourage imports, particularly
from China, Minister of State for Finance Anurag Thakur said on Thursday. While the government has taken a number of steps to increase
capacities in the renewable energy sector in the last few years, it is now time to cut down reliance on imports of solar equipment and
components, especially from China, the minister said. Currently, Chinese firms supply about 80 percent of solar cells and modules in the
Indian market.

 Cyient Q1FY21 Revenue down 7.6% to Rs 991.7 crore Net profit up 76.2% to Rs 81.4 crore Ebit up 22.2% to Rs40.2 crore Ebit margin at 4%
from 3% Impairment of non-current assets worth Rs 40 crore in the base quarter Lower employee and other expenses, higher other income
aid net profit growth All numbers are consolidated and compared on a quarter-on-quarter basis.

 L&T Finance Holdings Q1FY21 Net Interest Income down 15.7% to Rs 1,408.9 crore Net profit down 73% to Rs 148.3 crore Incremental
provision of Rs 577 crore out of which provision for Covid-19 this quarter stands at Rs 277 crore Exceptional gain of Rs 225.6 crore on
divestment of entire stake in L&T Capital Markets Moratorium on Retail lending book at 44% from 79% in the previous quarter Overall
moratorium for infrastrucure finance, real estate borrowers remains close to 40% Disbursement momentum may pick-up, especially in Rural
portfolio Raised Rs 3,200 crore till July 15 All numbers are consolidated and compared on a year-on-year basis.

 L&T Technology Services Q1FY21 Revenue down 3.9% to Rs 1,294.7 crore Net profit down 42.5% to Rs 117.2 crore Ebitda down 24.5% to Rs
205.9 crore Ebitda margin at 15.9% from 20.2% Higher employee costs impact margins Other income of Rs 56.5 crore in the base quarter All
numbers are consolidated and compared on a year-on-year basis. LTTS guides for recovery in rev and margin in Q2.

 L&T Technology Services: The company will acquire US-based Orchestra Technologies for $25 million. Orchestra Technologies is a specialist
technology solutions provider for the telecom industry.

 Covid-19 Impact On Symphony: Several orders were cancelled towards the end of March. Current quarter sales severely impacted. OEMs
facing production constraints due to labour shortages and logistical bottlenecks.

 Bajaj Consumer Care: The company’s Q1FY21 net profit fell 4.35 percent to Rs 54.23 crore from Rs 56.7 crore while revenue declined 15.63
percent to Rs 208.14 crore from Rs 246.70 crore, YoY.

 PTC India: Exploring opportunities for monetisation of investment in PTC India Financial Services and to sell controlling stake. The company
currency has 65% stake in the financial services business, the market value of which stands at Rs 884 crore as of July 16. The final date of
submission of interest in bidders is July 31.
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Management Concall

LTI 1QFY21 Concall Highlights:

 3 by 3 strategy to cover this pandemic in holistic manner 1) Customer first thinking 2) Resilience in operations and 3) Protecting our pro.
Management has Defined act now plan now goals.

 In Customer first thinking management has positioned itself in a great alliance.
 Framework with a strong focus on growth innovation and teamwork. At the core of this framework ability to work closely with clients will

drive cost functional paradise ship needed to help their goals quickly.
 LTI canvas was launched by management recently this initiative brings to life and everything from home framework.
 This will help to not only operational from home but also growing from home. LTI canvas in an integrated platform in partnership with

Microsoft and rise technology and business outcome when teams are distributed in a very distributed environment.
 LTI canvas stream lines process such as software development for transition, information security, knowledge and infrastructure

management and provides for the same to be delivered and executed remotely.
 It consolidates capability across cloud, agile, design thinking leveraging AIML and analytics.
 Increasing resilience in operations XFH model has been very attractive productivity improvement has been seen and learnt and adapted to

the new model.
 Currently 99% operations are WFH, all locations are shutdown and reduce on the short notices as well. No fixed timeline on return to office

till date.
 Management has launched LTI safe radius GDP and compliant return to work app enable to analyze information across locations.
 Currently several employee are using this app and the same is offered to clients as well.
 Management has offered some of its clients specific timebound concessions which will enable them to continue their IT programs with us.
 These concessions are one time discounts which will revert to the earlier commercial.
 60 new logos are added across all verticals during the quarter and won a large deal in BFS logo in UK.
 Multi year deal with a net new logo worth $ 20 million as been the wealth management firm to provide cyber security, remote infrastructure

support.
 A new fortune 500 listed client logo was taken by management in this challenging environment was added and taking the fortune 500

companies logos to 67.
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Management Concall

INFY management interview:

 Digital revenue up 25.5% YoY in constant currency.
 Digital revenue accounts for 44.5% of total revenue.
 FY 21 revenue growth guidance is in the range of 0-2% in CC terms.
 Strong 1Q result gives management a powerful foundation for rest of the year.
 There is still uncertainty of demand in US and Europe as there are still emerging medical scenario.
 There are also emerging medical outcomes in India that are are not fully known. However with what we have learnt in Q1 is an ongoing

strong client connect along with strength of franchise coming through clearly.
 Management restate their guidance of revenue growth.
 Management confidence and visibility for the rest of the year is improving based on 1Q performance and large deal wins.
 Operating margin guidance for FY 21 is 21-23%.
 Signed large deal worth $ 1.74 billion.
 1Q result, especially growth are a clear testimony to the relevance of services offering and deep understanding of clients business priorities

which is resonating with them in these times. It also demonstrates the remarkable dedication of our employees and leadership during this
period.

 The strength and diversity of our portfolio was evident in good revenue performance, sizable largedeal wins, high focus on operating metrics
and significant decline in attrition.

 Digital revenue contribution grew by 25% YoY basis.
 Cost structure was managed in terms of utilisation curve, promotion freezes, fresh offers are on hold in 1Q.
 Discretionary work cost cut took place, travel and visa cost have come down, branding and rate cut negotiation all these expands margins.
 Strategic cost leavers onsite and offshore mix, automation which leads to margin improvement.
 70 bps benefit is in terms of currency, 230 bps benefit in travel and visa cost, 110 bps benefit in terms of discretionary cost.
 100 bps lost in terms of operational parameters, reduce utilisation because of demand Gap onsite also hit by 30 bps.
 90% employees are onboard with their joining dates and the remaining will be joining this quarter in terms of lateral hiring.
 For freshers onboarding is in the phase manner later this quarter.
 Client have come back to management for renegotiation in terms of pricing discounts.
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Management Interview

EICHERMOT Management Interview

 Current lockdowns in Pune, Chennai or banglaore is impacting the company’s supply chain as it has lot of suppliers from these areas.
 Though the company still has stock of input materials and its plants are operating as of now.
 Due to demand constraints the plants are operating at only about 25-30% of the capacity. So supply constraints impact could be seen when

demands comes back.
 Currently, the company has seen some demand in niche segments only like construction segment, infrastructure projects, e-commerce

players, tankers segment or from economy linked to rural segment.
 According to management, profitability will come back once volumes are back.

BANDHANBNK Management Interview

 Management said that if the collections keeps up there is no need of the high provisions in the coming quarters.
 Management feels capital adequacy currently is sufficient and there is no need of capital raise.
 Management believes they can maintain current level of NIM.
 Bank is seeing strong off take in MFI segment.
 Bank is not looking for merger between holdco and bank in near future
 Cyclone Amphan had minimal impact on the business.

Godrej Consumer Products sees 2020 as 'second beginning' for company:

 80 % of the company's product portfolio comprises health (household insecticides), hygiene, and value for money products.
 The company is scaling up supply systems and have never had stronger portfolios across price points and formats, in India and Indonesia, to

serve this.
 In response to COVID-19, GCPL had launched sanitiser products across India and SAARC, Indonesia, Africa, Latin America, and US in just a few

weeks. The company will now be scaling these up into full portfolios with multiple product offerings.
 India and Indonesia make up ~ 70 % of the company's overall business and mgt. sees significant opportunities for growth here.
 Mgt. sees tremendous opportunity in Africa as Africa has a young, fast-growing, urbanising population with growing aspirations.



EXCHANGE Date SECURITY CODE DEAL TYPE QUANTITY PRICE

BSE 16-07-20 AMFL B 95,953 4.96

BSE 16-07-20 AMFL S 76,750 4.87

BSE 16-07-20 AMFL S 79,078 4.95

BSE 16-07-20 AMFL B 118,935 4.74

BSE 16-07-20 AMFL S 159,744 4.95

BSE 16-07-20 AMFL S 201,184 4.98

BSE 16-07-20 ASHARI B 50,002 8.98

BSE 16-07-20 ASHARI S 50,000 8.98

BSE 16-07-20 ASRL B 128,000 35.99

BSE 16-07-20 BCLENTERPR B 50,000 15.64

BSE 16-07-20 CBPL B 48,000 52.21

BSE 16-07-20 GSTL S 140,522 71.81

BSE 16-07-20 KILPEST B 38,469 276.41

BSE 16-07-20 KILPEST S 61,497 276.85

BSE 16-07-20 PRISMMEDI B 50,251 13.29

BSE 16-07-20 RADHEY S 55,000 20

BSE 16-07-20 SEQUENT B 5,493,250 105.3

BSE 16-07-20 SEQUENT S 5,493,250 105.3

EXCHANGE SECURITY CODE SECURITY NAME EX- DATE

BSE 540900 NEWGEN 20-07-20 Final Dividend - Rs. - 2.0000

BSE 500314 ORIENTHOT 20-07-20 Final Dividend - Rs. - 0.2000

BSE 509966 VSTIND 20-07-20 Final Dividend - Rs. - 103.0000
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ZALAK PURVESH PARIKH

CONSORTIUM CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVABHAI NAGJIBHAI DESAI

MANOJKUMAR GUNVANTRAI SOMANI

SABAH TAIYAB NOORANI

SHASHANK PRAVINCHANDRA DOSHI

CONSORTIUM CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED

BULK DEAL
CLIENT NAME

NAVEEN GUPTA

NAVEEN GUPTA

RUTWIK NAILESHBHAI MORAKHIA

PUSHPA KABRA

SMEATON DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED

ALPHA LEON ENTERPRISES LLP

ALPHA LEON ENTERPRISES LLP

MANISH NITIN THAKUR

UTASAV SUMANCHANDRA SHAH

-

-

21-Jul-20

AGNUS HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED

JSRAMAPRASAD JSRAMAPRASAD

Corporate Action
PURPOSE RECORD DATE



PARTICIPANT WISE OPEN INTEREST

MARKET MOVERS (1 MONTH CHANGE)
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Long Position Short Position 

Nifty Movers NSE Sectoral Indices Performance



BSE Code Company Name Result Date BSE Code Company Name Result Date

540776 5PAISA 13-Jul-20 500410 ACC 20-Jul-20

532820 ELAND 13-Jul-20 524663 BIBCL 20-Jul-20

533152 MBLINFRA 13-Jul-20 500266 MAHSCOOTER 20-Jul-20

500040 CENTURYTEX 14-Jul-20 500407 SWARAJENG 20-Jul-20

532848 DELTACORP 14-Jul-20 532978 BAJAJFINSV 21-Jul-20

513599 HINDCOPPER 14-Jul-20 500034 BAJFINANCE 21-Jul-20

532819 MINDTREE 14-Jul-20 540777 HDFCLIFE 21-Jul-20

507685 WIPRO 14-Jul-20 540133 ICICIPRULI 21-Jul-20

533333 FCL 14-Jul-20 532756 MAHINDCIE 21-Jul-20

540775 KHADIM 14-Jul-20 540719 SBILIFE 21-Jul-20

590068 KHAITANLTD 14-Jul-20 539268 SYNGENE 21-Jul-20

532932 MANAKSIA 14-Jul-20 500408 TATAELXSI 21-Jul-20

500298 NATPEROX 14-Jul-20 532761 HOVS 21-Jul-20

530555 PARACABLES 14-Jul-20 522034 SHANTIGEAR 21-Jul-20

523445 RIIL 14-Jul-20 505192 SMLISUZU 21-Jul-20

532419 SMARTLINK 14-Jul-20 532977 BAJAJ-AUTO 22-Jul-20

500469 FEDERALBNK 15-Jul-20 500490 BAJAJHLDNG 22-Jul-20

500209 INFY 15-Jul-20 508906 EVERESTIND 22-Jul-20

540005 LTI 15-Jul-20 540900 NEWGEN 22-Jul-20

526173 ANDREWYU 15-Jul-20 507747 TTKHEALTH 22-Jul-20

541153 BANDHANBNK 15-Jul-20 532523 BIOCON 23-Jul-20

530655 GOODLUCK 15-Jul-20 526299 MPHASIS 23-Jul-20

540602 GTPL 15-Jul-20 500472 SKFINDIA 23-Jul-20

533506 INVENTURE 15-Jul-20 541729 HDFCAMC 23-Jul-20

590041 KAVVERITEL 15-Jul-20 539126 MEP 23-Jul-20

539044 MANAKSTELTD 15-Jul-20 504067 ZENSARTECH 23-Jul-20

526235 MERCATOR 15-Jul-20 500425 AMBUJACEM 24-Jul-20

538962 MINDACORP 15-Jul-20 500820 ASIANPAINT 24-Jul-20

534615 NECCLTD 15-Jul-20 500027 ATUL 24-Jul-20

500366 ROLTA 15-Jul-20 539876 CROMPTON 24-Jul-20

533605 SETUINFRA 15-Jul-20 500171 GHCL 24-Jul-20

513216 UTTAMSTL 15-Jul-20 500875 ITC 24-Jul-20

533229 BAJAJCON 16-Jul-20 500228 JSWSTEEL 24-Jul-20

532175 CYIENT 16-Jul-20 500252 LAXMIMACH 24-Jul-20

533519 L&TFH 16-Jul-20 506184 KANANIIND 24-Jul-20

540115 LTTS 16-Jul-20 540212 TCIEXP 24-Jul-20

532974 BIRLAMONEY 16-Jul-20 532845 TGBHOTELS 24-Jul-20

517536 ONWARDTEC 16-Jul-20 532174 ICICIBANK 25-Jul-20

511333 VLSFINANCE 16-Jul-20 533179 PERSISTENT 25-Jul-20

500825 BRITANNIA 17-Jul-20 524226 GAEL 25-Jul-20

539436 COFFEEDAY 17-Jul-20 532305 INDSWFTLAB 25-Jul-20

532482 GRANULES 17-Jul-20 500049 BEL 27-Jul-20

532281 HCLTECH 17-Jul-20 531642 MARICO 27-Jul-20

540716 ICICIGI 17-Jul-20 503310 SWANENERGY 27-Jul-20

532212 ARCHIES 17-Jul-20 540595 TEJASNET 27-Jul-20

539251 BALKRISHNA 17-Jul-20 500790 NESTLEIND 28-Jul-20

500039 BANCOINDIA 17-Jul-20 532628 3IINFOTECH 28-Jul-20

540124 GNA 17-Jul-20 539043 BKMINDST 28-Jul-20

505710 GRAUWEIL 17-Jul-20 500123 ELANTAS 28-Jul-20

533162 HATHWAY 17-Jul-20 532776 SHIVAMAUTO 28-Jul-20

509715 JAYSHREETEA 17-Jul-20 500124 DRREDDY 29-Jul-20

532780 PARSVNATH 17-Jul-20 500660 GLAXO 29-Jul-20

505509 RESPONIND 17-Jul-20 532313 MAHLIFE 29-Jul-20

500180 HDFCBANK 18-Jul-20 532880 OMAXE 29-Jul-20

532720 M&MFIN 18-Jul-20 519552 HERITGFOOD 29-Jul-20

533047 IMFA 18-Jul-20 500245 KIRLFER 29-Jul-20

530075 SELAN 18-Jul-20 500313 OILCOUNTUB 29-Jul-20
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Result Calendar Q4FY20



Country Monday 13th July 2020 Tuesday 14th July 2020 Wednesday 15th July 2020 Thursday 16th July 2020 Friday 17th July 2020

US Federal Budget Balance OPEC Monthly Report, CPI 

API Weekly Crude Oil Stock, Crude 

Oil Inventories, Industrial 

Production

Unemployment Rate , Initial 

Jobless Claims
U.S. Baker Hughes Oil Rig Count

UK/EUROPE Industrial Production CPI - UK
Claimant Count Change, ECB 

Interest Rate Decision
CPI - EUR

INDIA CPI WPI Trade Balance
Bank Loan Growth, Deposit 

Growth

Economic Calendar 
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